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KNUTSFORD TOWN PLAN INVESTIGATION INTO THE RISK OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS AFFECTING KNUTSFORD Introduction 1.0



The Knutsford Town Plan



1.1 In Spring 2008, Knutsford initiated a Town Plan, a critical, in depth survey of a community carried out by the community itself. Town and Parish Plans are recognised and supported by both central and local Government. The two local government authorities with responsibilities for Knutsford are the Town Council and Cheshire East Council. The outcome of the Knutsford Town Plan will be a Report containing recommendations and an Action Plan. These will be presented to Cheshire East Council, the Town Council and to such other official bodies as are affected by the report’s findings and recommended actions. The target date for the Report is March 2010. This paper addresses questions relating to safety and the risk of aircraft accidents affecting Knutsford and its community. 1.2 Management of the Knutsford Town Plan is by a Steering Group (SG) of volunteers drawn from the town’s community. The SG is assisted by Working Groups (WG) similarly composed of volunteers from Knutsford. Working Group 3 (WG3) has responsibility for investigating and reporting on environmental matters. This responsibility includes aircraft over-flights of the town. Two Town Plan volunteers, one a former RAF group captain Navigator with 33 years military flying and as the Operations Manager of the Joint Military/Civil Airport at Luqa, Malta (Derek Empson), and the other a former RAF officer Pilot and now an airline Captain with Monarch, flying from Manchester Airport (Ken Wooler), undertook the investigations, arranged and attended meetings, prepared reports and drew up the Town Plan over-flight safety recommendations. 2.0



The Knutsford Town Plan Survey Questionnaire



2.2 In accordance with the principle of a Town Plan, topics investigated by the Steering and Working Groups are those that have been raised by the community in un-prompted surveys. These were completed in Spring 2008. They included public concerns regarding the effect upon the town and the community, of aircraft overflights and the close proximity of Manchester Airport. 2.3 Because of these concerns, the Steering Group included three related questions in the main Community Survey Questionnaire that was issued to all Knutsford households in February/March 2009. Responses were received from 25% of the town’s population over the age of 16 years and equated to 45% of households. Questions in the Survey relating to aircraft over-flights were as follows: o Question 3.0. “To what extent do you think the following affect the quality of life in Knutsford?
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Question 3.1 Noise from road traffic







Question 3.2 Air pollution and emissions







Question 3.3 Noise from aircraft flights







Question 3.4 Risks to the town of aircraft accidents
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2.4 This paper is concerned solely with issues relevant to Question 3.4, the “Risk to the town of aircraft accidents” 2.5 Answers from the Knutsford community to Question 3.4, “How concerned are you about the risk to the town of aircraft accident?” given by 2,594 people, were as follows: o A great deal 27.56% o A fair amount 21.20% o Not very much 35.08% o Not at all 14.23% o Can’t say / No opinion 1.93% 2.5 Hence, on a sample of 25% of the population of Knutsford aged 16 years or over, 49% say either that they have a fair amount or a great deal of concern about the possibility of an aircraft crashing onto the town. Another 49% take a more fatalistic view, or know too little about potential accident risks to understand the possibility or likelihood of such an accident. About 2% expressed ‘No opinion’. 98.5% of those who returned completed questionnaires, answered Question 3.4. In short, while half those who responded to this question are concerned about the inherent dangers of having a major airport on Knutsford’s doorstep, an equal number assume the risks are fairly low, have not really thought about it, or consider the subject to be outside their sphere of knowledge; it is a specialised technical subject and many of the dangers are not self-evident. 2.6 Regardless of how seriously the general public regards the risks and the consequences of an aircraft accident affecting Knutsford, the duty of the Town Plan working group is to find answers to the following questions: 2.6.1 What are the main accident risks, and how are risks that could result in a serious accident affecting Knutsford, presently being managed? 2.6.2 Are there other additional measures that, if taken, could further reduce the likelihood of such an accident? 2.6.3 If there should be an accident, what arrangements are in place or planned to lessen the impact upon the town, to rescue and deal with casualties effectively, and to restore the town to normality as soon as possible? Are these plans up-to-date and can they be improved?
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Aim of the Study



3.1 The aim is to establish what measures are being taken to minimize the risk of an aircraft crashing onto the town, and what emergency plans are in place to rescue, assist and in other ways recover the situation should there be a major accident affecting Knutsford and its community. The objective of this paper is to highlight areas to be probed with Manchester Airport management, local government and the Emergency Services. Where our study shows that present safety precautions and arrangements are the best that can be achieved, this will provide reassurance to the Knutsford community. Where, on the other hand, we feel that improvements are required, we will make appropriate recommendations. 3.2



This paper is arranged in four parts:  Part 1 - Accident Risk Reduction at Manchester Airport. This section is intended principally for those who are relatively unfamiliar with the types of aircraft accident risk that could potentially endanger Knutsford and its community.  Part 2 - Questions Relating to Accident Mitigation Measures at Manchester Airport. It is hoped that these questions can be addressed to appropriate management and staff at Manchester airport with the assistance of the chairman of the Manchester Airport Consultative Committee, Councillor Stephen Wilkinson.  Part 3 - Accident Risks and Rescue and Recovery Measures in Knutsford. It is hoped to raise and discuss the issues raised in Part 3, with Cheshire East Council, Knutsford Town Council and the Emergency services.  Part 4 – Conclusions and Recommendations. This part reflects consideration by the Town Plan of answers obtained to Parts 2 and 3



A small area within the total debris field in and around Lockerbie after a Boeing 747 crashed onto the town. This particular crater was caused by the impact of one of the aircraft’s engines
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Part 1 – Accident Risk Reduction at Manchester Airport 4.0



The Prevalence of Major Aircraft Accidents



4.1 It is necessary to be clear about the rate of fatal accidents to commercial air traffic and to know whether the most common types of major accident tend to occur near airports, away from airports, or whether there is no fixed pattern. The study also focuses on accident types most commonly suffered by commercial airliners and cargo aircraft, and those accident types that are relevant to the geographical location of Knutsford in relation to the airport. 4.2 The Town Plan has sought to gain reassurance that everything possible is being done at Manchester Airport to reduce the likelihood an aircraft accident or incident could affect Knutsford. Secondly, to establish whether local government, emergency services, utility companies and Manchester Airport have proven, effective emergency rescue arrangements in place to rescue, treat and move casualties, quickly, and recover the town to normality as rapidly and effectively as is reasonable to expect. 4.3 If it is found from a study of international and UK accident and safety statistics that few if any fatal accidents to airliners and cargo aircraft occur in the vicinity of airports, this of itself would provide a measure of reassurance to the Knutsford community. If, however, the majority of the most common major accidents occur within a few miles radius of an airliner’s departure or destination airport, this would indicate that the accident risk to Knutsford, located close to Manchester airport and directly beneath one of the two flight paths and in line with the overshoot flight path of the reciprocal approach path, is higher than at other Cheshire towns and villages located away from the flight path to and from Manchester airport. 4.4 A continually updated safety review by the International Air Transport Authority (IATA) shows that, globally, there has been a 49% reduction in accident rates per flight hour in the past 10 years. Another review published by Flight International in January 2007, showed that commercial aircraft accident rates between 1960 and 2007 had reduced from 17 accidents per million flight hours to around 3 accidents per million flight hours. Fatal accidents have reduced from 1 per million flight hours down to one fatal accident per (approximately) three-point-five million flight hours. While these reductions are encouraging, the decreased rates per flight hour have been accompanied by a large increase in annual air traffic movements and hours flown. It is relevant that the global accident rate for cargo aircraft is about eight times higher than passenger aircraft. Although there has at present been a reduction, due to the international economic down-turn, in 1998, cargo aircraft flew 106,000 tons from Manchester to 25 countries. Airport management has predicted that cargo will normally exceed 200,000 tons, annually. 4.5 According to IATA, the numbers of commercial aircraft accidents involving fatalities between 2004 and 2008 were as follows: 2004, 25; 2005, 26; 2006, 20; 2007, 20; 2008, 23. According to Flight International, there have been 13 fatal airline accidents in the first six months of 2009. While, therefore, the decline in accidents per flight hour is encouraging, the upward trend in global airline traffic is currently
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holding the number of fatal air accidents per year in the twenties despite continuous efforts to improve safety. According to the aircraft manufacturer Boeing, the number of flight hours increased from 33 million to 46.3 million (a 40% rise) between 1998 and 2008. The 40% rise in flight hours globally has, therefore, prevented a concomitant reduction in the annual incidence of major and fatal accidents despite improvements in the technical reliability of modern aircraft and generally improved crew procedures and training. 4.6 Of central interest is the increase in air traffic movements into and from Manchester airport in recent years. In 1990, the number of movements on the thenexistent single runway (Rwy1) was 123,100 annually. By 2005, operating from Runways 1 and 2, the number had risen to 215,427. By 2006, it had risen again, to 229,717. Hence, in a period of sixteen years, there has been an 87% increase in aircraft flights over Knutsford to and from Manchester. The accident risk to Knutsford is proportional to the number of airport movements. It is also movements that cause noise annoyance, sleep disturbance and pollution. 4.7 The number of aircraft accidents in which human error played a part has remained fairly constant over time and is the most frequent single cause, almost twice that of mechanical failure. Statistically, about 37% of major and fatal accidents to aircraft occur during the take-off and post take-off climb phases. A further 37% arise during the descent and approach phases. Hence, 74% of fatal accidents occur in the vicinity of departure or destination airfields. This is relevant to the accident risk to Knutsford which lies beneath the approach flight path of the easterly runways (05L and 05R) which are in use about 20% of the time. During the remaining 80%, Knutsford is directly in line and 2.5 miles from the climb out and goaround end of Runway 2 (23L) and 3.5 miles from Runway 1 (23R). 1 4.8 Accident Risk Summary. Globally, almost four out of five fatal accidents occur when departing from or approaching airports. The Town Plan will therefore examine measures presently in place or planned to reduce the occurrence, at Manchester, of accidents that most commonly arise during the take-off, climb, descent, missed approach, final approach, landing and ground movement phases. The Town Plan examines what safety measures are presently being taken, and whether any changes in procedure, practice or equipment would be likely to reduce the accident risk? Which accident risks have any connection with air traffic control (ATC), surface movement control, or other risks over which Manchester airport has some influence? What airport equipment at Manchester and what procedures are in force to reduce the likelihood of an accident during high risk phases of aircraft operation? What significant accidents and serious incidents have occurred in the past ten years, what lessons were learned and what changes followed? Are there any specific measures, currently under consideration by Manchester Airport management or that will definitely be introduced, that would or could possibly reduce the risk of some accident type or types that might possibly affect Knutsford?



1



The designated alignment of Manchester runways have recently changed from 06/24 degrees magnetic, to 05/23 degrees. This was necessary because of Magnetic Variation drift with time. The physical runway alignments have not, of course, changed and are 051°/231° True.
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4.9 The Way Forward. To meet the aims of the Knutsford Town Plan (KTP) study, the first requirement is a dialogue between the KTP team and Manchester Airport management to gain a clear picture of ways in which Manchester is already, or plans in the near future, to mitigate aircraft accident risks. This dialogue includes discussion of any measures not in place that would seem to have the potential to reduce accident risks, further. The second requirement is a KTP dialogue with local government, the Emergency Services and possibly other public bodies, to establish whether existing plans to deal with a major aircraft (or other) accident in Knutsford itself, are up-to-date, adequate, proven, and/or likely to be effective. 5.0



Heightened Risks to Knutsford from Aircraft using Manchester Airport.



5.1 Operations on Easterly Runways. During year 2008, affected by the global downturn, there were 204,610 air movements at Manchester airport (slightly fewer than in 2007). 93.5% were air transport movements. According to Manchester airport, on average, 20% of movements involved easterly runways when the risk of an accident affecting Knutsford is at its highest. In 2008, there will have been approximately 20,460 approaches over the town (there were 23,000 in 2006). IATA research shows that the accident risk around airports increases when the cloud base is low, slant visibility is poor, air conditions are turbulent, when there are thunder storms, when there is a strong or gusty crosswind, and during the hours of darkness. The risk is also be influenced by the type of approach aids available to and used by the crew and whether Instrument or Visual Flight Rules were in use. The safety risk will be greater when an aircraft is carrying any significant equipment unserviceabilities. Crew fatigue may also increase the accident risk. Operations on Westerly Runways. On Runway 23L or 23R the accident risk 5.2 to Knutsford is increased during the period shortly following each aircraft take-off and after a missed or baulked approach to land. During the year 2006, there will have been almost 92,000 take-offs towards Knutsford; this equates to 250 per day. The risk may be further heightened when the cloud base is low, slant visibility is poor, when air conditions are turbulent, when there is a strong crosswind, at night-time, and if the aircraft is carrying some types of unserviceability. Unserviceability will become especially relevant if the aircraft suffers an engine or some other major technical failure during the take-off run or in the initial climb. For landing, the risk will depend on the type of approach in use by the aircraft. The risk will be greater if an aircraft is carrying equipment unserviceabilities; crew fatigue may also increase the accident risk. 6.0



Identifying Aircraft Accident Risks to Knutsford



6.1 The first aim was to identify the phases of flight into and from Manchester during which safety risks to the Knutsford community are at their highest. These are different for operations on easterly runways compared with those towards the west. Operations towards the east will be discussed first.
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6.1.1 Aircraft Approaching over Knutsford to Land on Runways 05L or 05R. Paragraphs in this section identify the types of accidents that pose the greatest threat to Knutsford when aircraft are approaching to land at Manchester on Runways 05 Left (L) and Right (R). Figure 1 – Easterly Flight Paths to Runways 05L and 05R (heights shown are believed to be AMSL)



6.1.1.1



Controlled Flight into Terrain (CFIT).



Prevalence of CFIT Accidents. CFIT accidents occur when an airworthy aircraft under the control of the flight crew, is flown into terrain with little or no prior awareness by the crew. The UK Civil Aviation Authority states that between 1995 and 2004, CFIT accidents accounted for over 3,000, or 30%, of all aircraft fatalities. The Flight Safety Foundation states that 56 % of commercial jet accidents occur during approach and landing, and estimates that by 2010 an average of twenty-three large Western-built commercial aircraft will be involved in fatal accidents annually. It is one of the most common types of air accident to commercial aircraft. However, CFIT has decreased since the introduction of Ground Proximity Warning Systems (GPWS) and Terrain Avoidance Warning Systems (TAWS) began to be fitted.
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Main Causes of CFIT Accidents. CFIT accidents occur when aircraft crews have, for some reason or an accumulation of reasons, become unaware that their aircraft is not on the correct flight path for a safe descent, approach and landing. Crews may not have the ground in sight because of darkness or reduced visibility by day or at night when there is low cloud, mist or fog. They may have misinterpreted their cockpit instruments or their navigation, approach and/or landing aids. They may have ignored or misinterpreted an audio or visual warning. While their instruments and aids will actually (by definition of CFIT) be functioning correctly, the crew may have become unaware of the danger due to inattention, failure to carry out correct procedures; they may have miss-set certain navigation aids or other aircraft instruments or aircraft controls in such way that the aircraft is flown into the ground. Destabilised approaches have been seen to increase the likelihood of a CFIT accident because the flight crew's attention becomes diverted. CFIT accidents can partly be caused by inexperience, inadequate training, stress or tiredness, especially at the end of an over-night flight or long period on duty. CFIT Subsidiary Causes. Other possible influences are inadequate or misunderstood radio communication2 with Air Traffic Control (ATC), or failure to receive warnings from ATC when the aircraft’s flight path is observed to be abnormal. Another cause can be a crew’s failure to make use of available instrument approach aids within the aircraft or on the ground. Most CFIT accidents occur during non-precision approaches. An absence, in the aircraft or at the destination airfield, of landing aids suitable for the prevailing meteorological conditions will increase the risk of CFIT. Crews may continue with an approach without suitable guidance from landing aids in very poor weather conditions rather than holding off or diverting. Unstable approaches (the pilots fails to settle the aircraft at the correct airspeed) can also raise the likelihood of a CFIT accident by increasing a crew’s workload and diverting their attention to the extent that Devastation that can be caused when an aircraft they inadvertently allow the crashes onto a town. aircraft to descend below minimum safe altitude. By definition, CFIT accidents occur in aircraft that are not suffering any relevant technical failure. Hence, the global trend of improving technical reliability in modern aircraft is irrelevant to reducing the incidence of CFIT accidents – reductions have to be sought by other means.



1



This is most likely to occur when the first language of the crew is not English
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Statistically, 56% of commercial jet accidents have occurred during approach and landing. According to the UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)3, between 1994 and 2005, 48% of fatal accidents were CFIT incidents. Most CFIT impacts were between the Outer Marker and the runway. Consequently such impacts are usually within a few miles of an aircraft’s intended destination (i.e. the location of Knutsford relative to Manchester airport RW05L and 05R). The Instrument Landing System outer markers for Manchester Runways 05L and 05R are to the west of the Knutsford residential boundary. The eastern boundary of the town is between 2.5 nautical miles (R/W 05R) and 3.5 nautical miles (R/W 05L) from Manchester airport. The town straddles the approach flight path of both runways and on every easterly landing, aircraft have to approach across the town. According to a Runway Data Sheet and a map (Figure 1 page 7) showing the location of the easterly flight paths over Knutsford, aircraft on the Instrument Landing System (ILS) 3-degree glide slope will be at heights between 850 and 1,600 feet, above mean sea level (AMSL)4 depending on which 06 Runway is in use.



Where Most CFIT Accidents Occur.



CFIT Summary. Human failings are at the centre of all CFIT accidents but the availability and correct use of appropriate approach aids, communications, procedures and alertness to the danger, all play a part. Most types of CFIT accident are preventable. In many cases the risk can be reduced by actions taken by or at the destination airfield. While the Town Plan cannot influence what happens inside an aircraft, it is important to establish whether every precaution is being taken at Manchester airport to reduce the likelihood of a CFIT accident affecting Knutsford. It can result in large numbers of fatalities and injuries at the crash site and cause disruption and widespread major damage to property and infrastructure. The possibility of a CFIT accident affecting Knutsford must be taken seriously. 6.1.1.2



Other Runway 05L & 05R Accident Risks



Four other main aircraft operating factors may increase the accident risk to Knutsford when easterly runways are in use:  Shortage of fuel  Loss of radio communication and/or ILS  Engine shut-down  Severe weather



3



CAP673, Aviation Safety Review 2005 Knutsford town centre is around 195 ft AMSL. Allowing an average building height of 30 feet, 225 feet should be subtracted from the AMSL heights shown on the approach flight paths indicated in Figure 1 in order to calculate the approximate height of an aircraft above the town if it is correctly positioned on the glide slope.



4
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Fuel Shortage. Assurance is needed concerning standard ATC procedures adopted at Manchester when aircraft report that they are low on fuel. Do these procedures give such aircraft first priority over other aircraft enabling them to expedite a quick and safe approach over Knutsford when Runways 05L or 05R are in use? Loss of Radio Communication and/or ILS. There are published procedures for aircraft that have lost radio communication and/or ILS who wish to land at Manchester on Runways 05L or 05R. It would be reassuring to know what these procedures are, that they minimize the risk to Knutsford during an aircraft’s approach to land, and that Manchester airport considers that are the best that can be offered. Engine Shut-down. In an engine-out case, the unserviceability could have occurred during the flight to Manchester from another departure airfield, or it could have arisen during or after take-off from Manchester Runways 05L or 05R. In either case, the Town Plan wishes to know what the established procedures are that will ensure that an aircraft with engine failure is given due priority to land on the easterly runway in use with minimum crew workload. We would wish to be assured that there is no reason to expect that a troublefree and safe approach overhead Knutsford will be followed by a safe landing. Severe Weather. Loss of control (LOC) sometimes occurs during severe weather conditions and/or when a crew fails to follow recommended aircraft handling procedures. Severe weather is assumed to include some or all of the following: icing, heavy precipitation, electrical storms, poor visibility or fog, and very turbulent conditions with gusty winds or wind sheer. These can distract a crew and lead to an unstable approach, a condition known to have occurred in many cases of CFIT, disorientation and loss of control accidents. Helpful Met information (e.g. the location of storm centres, the presence of wind sheer, strong and gusting wind conditions, turbulence, etc.), and timely radio warnings by ATC should an aircraft’s height or position relative to the ILS glide path and centreline be seen to be abnormal, could prevent an accident during the approach phase when passing overhead Knutsford. Manchester ATC state that it is standard ATC practice to exercise extra vigilance and assistance to aircraft on the approach in very testing weather conditions. 6.1.2 Accident Risks from Aircraft taking off from Runways 23L or 23R Aircraft taking off from Manchester on runways 23L or 23R are on a heading directly towards Knutsford and are only a minute’s flying time from the town. Normally, at some point during that minute after take-off the crew will make a gentle turn to follow whichever preferred noise route (PNR) they have been allotted by ATC to avoid over-flying Knutsford town centre and reduce noise disturbance. In a few circumstances (e.g. to avoid a thunderstorm.), ATC may direct or authorise an aircraft to deviate from the PNR. This may take the aircraft directly over Knutsford. When this happens, the safety risk in the town is increased. However, there could be other circumstances when aircraft taking-off to the west pose significantly greater
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accident risks to Knutsford and its community. This section identifies and examines those circumstances. 6.1.2.1



Technical Failures during Take-off



The greatest danger to Knutsford when Runways 23L and 23R are in use is when a major or significant technical defect, affecting the aircraft’s safety of flight, occurs during the take-off run after “decision speed” (V1). V1 is the point beyond which an aircraft has to take-off no matter what – unless the pilot decides a lesser danger is to abort the take-off and overshoot the end of the runway. Another dangerous situation can arise if an aircraft strikes an object and receives structural damage or suffers major technical failure, such as a major loss of engine power, damage to flying controls or fire, preventing the aircraft from being flown safely or continuing to remain airborne. 6.1.2.2



Likely Causes of Damage to Aircraft



The most frequent causes of damage to an aircraft while on the ground or in the early climbing phase after take-off that constitute an accident hazard, are as follows.  Foreign objects including birds  Runway incursions by aircraft, vehicles or people  Ice and de-icing 6.1.2.3



Foreign Object Damage and Debris (FOD)



FOD includes damage to an aircraft or its equipment resulting from ‘foreign objects’. These can be: 1) man-made (e.g. bolts, screws, tools, metal or other hard objects that have fallen from other aircraft, from vehicles or from other sources); 2) natural debris (e.g. rocks, stones, sand and loose gravel); and 3) birds in flight. All can damage an aircraft. The annual direct cost of FOD damage to airlines has been estimated by the Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) at between $1 billion and $2 billion US. Indirect costs (in delays, aircraft changes, unscheduled maintenance, injuries, etc.) are put at around $12 billion annually. The focus of attention by the Knutsford Town Plan, however, is on whether circumstances prevail at and around Manchester airport that make an accident due to foreign object damage and debris more or less likely; and 2) what actions are being taken or could taken to reduce the likelihood of a serious FOD accident to an aircraft departing Manchester that could cause fatalities, injuries and serious structural damage in Knutsford. Objects that can cause damage can be external to the aircraft (e.g. objects lying on airport surfaces) or within it (e.g. tools left by maintenance staff in a cockpit, an equipment bay or an engine, etc.) which might jam aircraft controls, damage equipment or cause a major unserviceability. Responsibility for enforcing internal FOD discipline and preventing such carelessness is the responsibility of airlines (some not based at Manchester). The Town Plan will be interested to learn whether
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Manchester Airport management works with independent airlines and maintenance services using the airport concerning this aspect of FOD safety. However, the main focus of this study is on those aspects of external FOD detection, removal and control that lie within the bounds of control of Manchester Airport management. 6.1. 2. 4



Man-made and Natural FOD (excluding birds)



For the purposes of the Town Plan study, man-made and natural objects will be considered together. Essentially, (in addition to birds) the safety risk to aircraft from external foreign objects arises mainly from objects lying on the surfaces of parking stands, taxiways and runways. These objects can be ingested by jet and turbo-prop engines whenever they are running. Danger areas therefore include the airport parking stands, taxiways, engine running bays and the runways. While an engine can suck up FOD at any time it is running, the danger of this causing a serious and fatal accident is greatest during the take-off roll and after rotation when engines are at very high power-settings and most vulnerable to damage from FOD. Foreign object debris can cause an engine to fail, instantly, with the loss of all or most of its thrust. One or more engine blades can be damaged by the high kinetic energy of the impact; the domino effect of even one damaged blade quickly impacting adjacent blades can cause serious damage to many more and possible disintegration of much of the engine. In the most serious cases an incipient fuel fire may follow. Major damage can also be caused if a fast rotating tyre runs over debris bursting one or more tyres or damaging the braking system, or if the wheel throws debris upwards into some critical part of the wing, a control surface or the fuselage. FOD penetration of the structure can damage pipes, cables or equipment contained within the wing or fuselage causing internal damage which may immediately affect control of the aircraft by the crew. Fuel may also leak through the hole in the wing and catch fire. An example of a fatal FOD accident caused in this way was that of an Air France Concorde taking off from Charles De Gaulle airport (see photograph, above). One of the undercarriage wheels struck a piece of metal that had fallen onto the runway from another aircraft and had not been detected or removed by the airport authorities prior to take-off by the Concorde. A major fire was caused, aircraft controls were affected and the aircraft crashed; all on board lost their lives as did some on the ground within the debris field. Such emergencies, however major or minor, require swift action and the correct execution of the proper procedures by the flight-deck crew. Even then, in the worst cases, it may be impossible to prevent an aircraft from crash landing. If damage results and one or more engines fail, and if there is damage to flying controls, or if there is a fire that cannot immediately be extinguished, the pilot in control may have
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no alternative but to put the aircraft onto the ground as soon as possible. At Manchester, when operating from Runways 23L or 23R, there is a high probability that the pilot will have to land straight ahead or within a small arc of the runway’s westerly direction. The aircraft will then be heading towards Knutsford which will by then be at most 2 to 3 miles away, less than 60 seconds flying time. When considering accident risks to the Knutsford community, it is apparent that FOD debris and damage pose an ever-present threat, especially when aircraft are operating from westerly runways, which is about 80% of the time. Each year there are around 92,000 take-offs from the airport towards Knutsford, or 250 a day. The question, therefore, is what measures are being taken and what equipment is in use at Manchester airport to minimise the possibility of external FOD being ingested into an aircraft engine or striking the airframe thus causing damage that could lead to a serious accident that could affect Knutsford? 6.1.2.5



The Bird Strike Hazard



Bird strikes constitute an accident risk most notably during and shortly after take-off. Aircraft taking off from Runways 23L and 23R head directly towards Knutsford at a distance of 2 to 3 miles. The risk is higher during certain seasons but never absent even in the hours of darkness. The danger is that birds anywhere on the airfield or flying across the take-off and climb-out flight paths, may strike the aircraft nose, cockpit windscreen, wing or empennage, or may be ingested into the air intakes of one or The Boeing 757 of Thomsonfly photographed more turbofan or turboprop engines. seconds after it ingested a large bird into the The majority of airliners operating starboard engine intake a few seconds after takefrom Manchester have only two off from Manchester airport. This put the engine out of action. The pilot declared a MAYDAY but was engines. The loss of even one able to make a safe circuit and landing. engine immediately reduces the available thrust by 50% in what may be a fully laden aircraft. However, aircraft four engines are also at risk, as will be seen, below. In 2007, more than 7,000 bird strikes were reported by United States airlines. Studies indicate that this figure may represent only 20% of the true total. According to the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), 11% of reported bird strikes have resulted in serious damage to aircraft. For example, on 15 January 2009, a US Airways airliner flew into a flock of geese at 3,200 feet. These were ingested by the engine turbines which then gave very little power. The pilot made a safe ditching on the Hudson River, an exceptionally skilful achievement. On 29 April 2007, a Boeing 757 of Thomsonfly while taking off from Manchester Airport ingested one large bird over the runway (captured on camera). The engine had to be shut down immediately. Fortunately, only one engine was affected. After declaring a MAYDAY
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the pilots were able to climb away successfully on the remaining engine and landed safely at Manchester. In Scotland, in 1980 and again in 1982, RAF Nimrod 4-engine aircraft (basically a modified Comet airliner) in each case flew through large flocks of geese immediately after take-off. The ingestion of numerous geese by the four engines in both cases put three out of action. The aircraft could not climb or continue to fly. One of these the aircraft immediately crash-landed straight ahead into a young fir forest and was destroyed by fire with two fatalities. In the second, the pilots had to ditch the aircraft onto the sea just off the Scottish coast, killing both pilots; miraculously, the other crew members were saved. Flocks of birds, especially large birds, are potentially a serious threat to the safety of all aircraft operating into and from any airport. However, some airports are located where birds are more prevalent, increasing the strike hazard. This hazard depends on, 1) the geographical location of the airfield in relation to known habitats of wild birds; 2) airfield husbandry, and bird observation and control methods and their effectiveness. Because of their large size and habit of flying in groups Geese present a very serious hazard, as do heron, because of their size and low-flying habit. Sea gulls, ducks, lapwings and starlings also tend to congregate in large flocks also making them a known hazard. The nearness of Manchester Airport to Tatton Park and lakes and to other lakes A large flock of birds dangerously close to a British and bird habitats in the Knutsford Airways aircraft on its approach before landing. area therefore poses a significant flight safety threat. Also, flocks of smaller birds can be found literally anywhere, especially at migration times; these too are a danger to aircraft movements to and from Manchester airport. Bird strikes therefore present an ever-present danger. The risk to Knutsford from the effect of bird strikes is greatest when aircraft take-off from Runways 23L and 23R (80% of the time) or approach to land on Runways 05L and 05R (the remaining 20% of the time). Key Questions. Key questions are, 1) what actions are taken within Manchester airport to deter birds from making the airport their habitat and thus reduce the bird strike risk during the take-off and landing phases; 2) what means are used to detect the presence of birds where they offer a risk to flight safety, 3) by what means does the airport endeavour to mitigate the risk of bird strikes outside the airport boundary to a radius of 13km to protect aircraft taking off from Runway 23L or 23R and approaching over Knutsford to land on Runway 05L or 05R?
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Runway Incursions Runway incursions are a specific type of ATC occurrence that has become the subject of increased concern and analysis within the CAA and globally in recent years. A runway incursion occurs when there is an unauthorised or unplanned presence of an aircraft, vehicle or person on the protected area of a surface designated for aircraft landings and departures5. An incursion potentially puts at risk the safety of other aircraft, vehicles or people properly authorised to be on the runway in question. Several different types of accident may result from a runway incursion and the Town Plan view is that some of these increase risks to the Knutsford town and the immediately surrounding area. Some examples follow.



If an aircraft is cleared by ATC to land on Runway 23R and another aircraft or a road vehicle enters the runway at hold positions D1 or JA1/JA without permission, the landing aircraft might collide with or partially strike the unauthorised aircraft or vehicle while still airborne. This could result in an immediate, catastrophic fatal accident on Runway 23R involving two aircraft, or the landing aircraft and a road vehicle. Alternatively, the landing aircraft may at the last moment attempt a ‘go around’ but in doing so may partially strike the aircraft or vehicle causing the incursion. The over-shooting aircraft could, when striking the other aircraft or vehicle, suffer damage that seriously affects the crew’s ability to complete the ‘go around’ and make a safe landing. There might be no alternative but to put the over-shooting aircraft on the ground as quickly as possible on a westerly heading. This is in the direction of Knutsford at most 2 to 3 miles distant and poses a safety threat to the town and community. 5



CAP 763, Aviation Safety Review 2005 Chap 6 page 7
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Another example is where only Runway 2 (05R/23L) is available for use, as when Runway 1 is being resurfaced or undergoing other maintenance. Suppose aircraft ‘A’ had been given permission by ATC to take off from Runway 23L. At this moment, aircraft ‘B’ which had landed on Runway 23L a minute of so earlier, having cleared the runway was stationary on the northerly loop at the western end where the pilots complete their post landing checks. Suppose aircraft ‘A’ commences its take-off run and has just exceeded V1, decision speed when aircraft ‘B’ taxies eastward and without permission reenters the runway in use at hold position W1 to backtrack towards the exit at hold position VD1. The two aircraft are now closing in opposite directions on the same runway. Aircraft ‘A’ is not yet airborne but having exceeded V1 is committed to take-off. Unless aircraft ‘B’ can turn left or right onto the grass quickly enough, the two aircraft will crash head-on. There are two other possibilities. Aircraft ‘A’ may just be able to take-off and pass over the top of aircraft ‘B’ clearing it completely. A worse scenario is that while avoiding a full head-on collision, part of aircraft ‘A’ strikes the empennage of aircraft ‘B’. Aircraft ‘A’ suffers serious damage and although it has gained height, fuel pouring from a fracture in the wing, is ignited by the hot engine and the pilots have only partial aileron control. The crew realise it is unsafe to attempt a circuit and the only course of action is to put the aircraft back onto the ground as quickly as possible. The aircraft is heading towards Knutsford, now less than a minute’s flying time away. The two examples above do not cover all the runway incursion circumstances that can cause a major accident. One such accident that was among the first to highlight
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the very serious nature of runway incursions was the major fatal accident at Tenerife airport in 1977 when a KLM B747 collided with a Pan American Airlines B747 on the runway with major fatalities. Nevertheless, the examples above are illustrative of the types of situation in which a momentary lapse in concentration by a pilot, ATC controller or vehicle driver could put the Knutsford community in danger. Crew error is the primary causal factor in 58% of fatal aircraft accidents and there is also a rising trend in ATC safety Since the occurrences6. opening of Runway 2 in February 2001, opportunities for runway incursions have unquestionably increased. This places greater pressure on A simulation of the major KLM 747 and PAA 747 runway ATC services, aircraft crews incursion accident at Tenerife in 1977 and air-side drivers to exercise extreme caution and to be provided with equipment to help eliminate incursion mistakes at Manchester airport. In worst case circumstances, runway incursions can significantly increase the risk of an aircraft accident affecting the Knutsford community. For this reason and general safety concerns expressed by the public in response to the Knutsford Town Plan Community Survey, runway incursions are among the safety risks now under investigation. What equipment and procedures are in place at Manchester to minimise the runway incursion risk and how well have they worked? How many incursion incidents have there been, what did they involve and what were or could have been the consequences? 6.1.2.7



Aircraft De-icing



Many take-off and climb-out accidents have been caused by inadequate de-icing of an aircraft’s wings, control surfaces and empennage before take-off. An aircraft so affected may find it is unable to take-off, or is unable to climb, or loses lift on one or other wing causing the aircraft to bank involuntarily and the pilots to lose control. The threat is present when aircraft are inadequately de-iced or if too long an interval has been allowed to elapse between de-icing and the aircraft taking off. This can happen in busy periods and if aircraft miss their slot time and their take-off time is further delayed. Such situations can present a serious risk both to the aircraft and to Knutsford when Runways 23L or 23R are in use for take-off. How does Manchester airport minimize the risk of ineffective de-icing, and how are delays between de-icing and take-off reduced to a level where de-icing could become inadequate? 6



CAP 763 Aviation Safety Review Chapter 6 page 6
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Part 2 – Questions Relating to Accident Mitigation Measures at Manchester Airport 7.0 Key Questions. The following questions were posed to Manchester Airport Management in writing beforehand and at the meeting which the Knutsford Town Plan team had with airport managers on 14th October 2009. The agenda is at Appendix 1. Those who represented the Town Plan at this meeting were Derek Empson and Ken Wooler (both are experienced aviators). 7.1 Known or Planned Accident Prevention Measures. Are there any specific measures, currently under consideration by Manchester Airport management or that will definitely be introduced, that would reduce the risk of some accident types that could possibly affect Knutsford? 7.2



Avoiding Controlled Flight into Terrain



7.2.1 Air Traffic Control and Safety Procedures 7.2.1.1 To gain an understanding of the train of events, please state which controllers have responsibility for an aircraft during each of the initial identification, descent, approach and landing phases, and at what positions or heights is an aircraft handed over to the next controller in sequence when approaching over Knutsford to land on 05 Left or 05 Right. 7.2.1.2 What aircraft height and position checks do controllers obtain verbally from the pilot and simultaneously does ATC check by interrogation of the aircraft’s own equipment transmissions (e.g. Mode C or other means) during the descent and final approach phases? Does the requirement for this differ as between a visual approach and an instrument approach? 7.2.1.3 What height and position checks are made by the controller when an aircraft is on its final approach? For example, is it possible for controllers to monitor and check an aircraft’s actual height compared with the 3° glide slope, and its lateral displacement from the runway centreline using an airfield-based primary radar and/or by other technical means during the final approach? If so, is this a required procedure? 7.2.1.4 What positional, height, QNH/QFE and other meteorological, runway and other information is each controller required to pass to the pilot during the descent and approach phases? Is a read-back requested? 7.2.1.5 Is a controller required to inform a pilot, immediately, if a significant deviation from specified heights and positions is observed during the descent and approach? 7.2.1.6 What happens if the ILS Localiser or Glide-path equipment on the runway in use becomes unserviceable? How and who monitors ILS serviceability. Is there an automatic ILS failure warning system that alerts ATC controllers by visual and audible means immediately there is a failure?
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What ATC action is taken following a DME or VOR failure? How soon will controllers know when any of these equipments has failed? 7.2.1.7 In the event that an aerodrome ILS failure occurs, is there a back-up ILS on the same runway and is there an automatic switch-over to replace the unserviceable equipment? If not, what actions are taken by ATC? 7.2.1.8 Are the ILS systems at both ends of Runway 1 and Runway 2 suitable for Category II and IIIA, B and C landings? If not, what are the differences and what limitations do these impose on aircraft? 7.2.1.9 What procedures are there to deal with and assist aircraft that lose all their radio communications and/or their ILS, DME or VOR? 7.2.1.10 Does an ATC controller’s licence require periodic refresher training on CFIT and other safety risks associated with the work of a controller? Are controllers required to renew their qualifications at set intervals in a similar manner to periodic checks that plots have to undergo? How are these checks performed at Manchester? 7.2.1.11 Does Manchester Airport hold periodic joint seminars or discussion groups involving ATC controllers, safety officers and airline pilots based at Manchester, to discuss CFIT, FOD, bird-strike, runway incursion and other airfield safety issues discussed in this paper? How often are these held and who initiates them? 7.2.1.12 The flow chart below, shows a confluence of factors in one particular CFIT scenario collectively led to a CFIT accident.
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Aircraft Low on Fuel 7.2.2.1 shortage?



What are controllers instructed to do if an aircraft reports a fuel



7.2.2.2 What are controllers instructed to do in IFR and VFR conditions if an aircraft with a reported shortage of fuel is descending or on the approach to either runway and there is a failure of the ILS and / or DME beacon? 7.2.3



Loss of Radio Communication by an Aircraft 7.2.3.1 How will ATC controllers know if an aircraft that has lost its radio communications intends to land at Manchester? What actions will they take? 7.2.3.2 When an aircraft without communications is in the process of descending, approaching and landing at Manchester, what assistance can controllers provide to the affected aircraft and what actions do ATC controllers take to avoid other aircraft in the area being endangered?



7.2.4



Engine Shut-down and/or Severe Meteorological Conditions 7.2.4.1 What procedures are controllers instructed to follow if, in IMC conditions, an aircraft suffers an engine failure (or some other serious unserviceability) during take-off and the aircraft successfully takes off and climbs away. It is assumed the pilot requests an expeditious landing. 7.2.4.2 If, in adverse IMC, an aircraft reports an engine shut-down or other serious unserviceability before or during an easterly approach to Runway 2, are controllers required to offer additional assistance or information to the pilot such as the aircraft’s distance from touchdown, and lateral and vertical displacement from the centreline and glide-slope?



7.3



The Accident Risk from Foreign Object Damage (FOD) 7.3.1 What types of equipment are in use at Manchester airport to detect and remove FOD from aircraft and air-side vehicle operating surfaces including the runways, taxiways, holding points and ramps? How many people are employed daily on this task? Who carries out inspections? 7.3.2 How often are 1) the runways and, 2) the other surfaces mentioned above, swept, by day and at night? 7.3.3 Are records kept of the amount and type of FOD collected from operating surfaces? Does this lead to any follow-up action? Can you give some idea of how much debris is collected daily or weekly?
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7.3.4 Are any other measures taken to reduce the possibility of accidents being caused by external FOD? 7.3.5 What is the role of Airport Safety Officers? Do they operate air-side and where do they fit into the airport organisation? 7.4



Reducing the Bird Strike Hazard 7.4.1 What measures and what equipment types are used at Manchester airport to mitigate the risk of accidents due bird strikes involving single or flocks of birds on or after take-off? 7.4.2 What guidelines or code of good practice does Manchester airport follow for bird and wildlife (rabbits, hares and foxes) control and management? 7.4.3 Does Manchester Airport manage its own bird strike prevention team or is this task sub-contracted to a specialist Company? 7.4.4 How many officers are on duty to carry out this task? For what period of each 24 hours are pro-active measures being taken to minimise the bird strike risk? 7.4.5 How many reported aerodrome bird strikes have there been since the year 2001. In what categories do they fall? 7.4.6 To which authorities are bird strikes, near misses and other wildlife incidents reported (CAA)? Are these reports generally available? 7.4.7 How would you describe the bird strike and wild life risk at Manchester airport and within the ‘off-aerodrome’ 13km surrounding area? 7.4.8 Which habitats and birds present the greatest risks to aircraft operating into and out of Manchester? How does Manchester Airport and the bird strike team monitor and keep in contact with wildlife developments and activity in the off-aerodrome area that cause or could increase the bird risk to aircraft?



7.5



Runway Incursions 7.5.1 What actions and training are carried out at Manchester airport to reduce the risk of accidents caused by unplanned and unauthorised movements of aircraft, vehicles and people onto the runways? 7.5.2 Who specifically exercises minute by minute control over airside and operating surface ground movements by aircraft, vehicles and people? How is control exercised and where does it begin and end?
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7.5.3 Does Manchester airport have a radar installation specifically to detect, plot and help to control ground movements by aircraft and vehicles? What is its capability and how effective is it proving to be? 7.5.4 What runway incursion incidents and accidents have there been since 2001? How many since 2005? How many of these were or were potentially aircraft-on-aircraft, vehicle-on-aircraft and aircraft-onvehicle/people incidents? Where is it possible to see these incident reports? 7.6



Aircraft De-Icing before Take-off How does Manchester airport reduce delays between airframe de-icing being undertaken on the ground, and an aircraft subsequently taking-off? Are specific time limits set and who decides whether they have been met?



Part 3 – Accident Risks and Rescue and Recovery Measures in Knutsford 8.0



Vulnerability, Accessibility and Emergency Plans



8.1 Part 3 of this study considers some of the possible consequences of an aircraft crashing onto the town. It examines the vulnerability of important facilities and buildings, and the means of communication and movement following a major aircraft accident. It considers the effectiveness of arrangements to rescue casualties, care for those made homeless or whose close relatives have become casualties, and assess the likely capability of planned resources to restore damage to enable daily life to be resumed with the minimum of delay and disruption. The study will investigate the effect of a debris field caused by a crashed aircraft being centred in various locations around the town; the study will assume that one or more of these sites could include schools and other key buildings with a potentially high occupancy such as the cinema, a Church and a Supermarket; and that it could include one or more of the town’s main shopping streets. The crash site could also encompass any combination of these or mainly affect one of the many residential areas of the town. A map has been prepared (see next page) to show where key buildings and public spaces are sited in the town relative to the 05L and 05R approach path centrelines. Runway 1 & 2 Approach Paths over Knutsford. The centreline of the 8.2 easterly approach flight path to Runway 1 (05L) passes directly over Canute Place; we calculate that aircraft should then be at a height of approximately 1,350 feet above town buildings. The direction of both the left and right flight path centrelines is 051° True (i.e. relative to true north). According to a map issued by Manchester Airport, the flight path centreline for Runway 2 (05R) passes overhead the Shell petrol filling station in Toft Road; this is immediately adjacent to the Civic Centre and Cinema and almost opposite the Town Council offices, Visitor Information Centre and Public Library. We calculate that the glide-slope at that point is about 1,045 feet above the town. Approaching aircraft are not always exactly on the centreline and can sometimes be 100 metres or so on either side. When passing over Knutsford, aircraft can also be above or below the designated glide slope by perhaps 50 to 100 feet. Information again issued by Manchester Airport states that the 3° glide-slope
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equates to a descent rate of 318 feet per nautical mile. Aircraft carrying out a visual approach and not using the ILS glide slope for guidance could be lower or higher and displaced to the left or right of the instrument approach path. 8.3. The Bridge Bottleneck in the Town Centre. The geographical layout of roads, bridges, the railway line and railway station, relative to the prescribed instrument flight paths over the town centre, raise certain concerns. The town is effectively divided into two by the railway line linking Chester and Manchester. There is only one heavy-duty road bridge across the ChesterManchester railway line. This bridge is adjacent to the railway station and is at the intersection of four main roads linking
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south and north parts of the town centre. This is from Brook Street along King Street,
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Knutsford with Wilmslow, Macclesfield, Holmes Chapel, Warrington and the M6 Motorway. This is the bridge at the junction of Adams Hill, Toft Road and Stanley Road. It lies directly beneath the instrument approach path to Runway 2 (05R). There is only one alternative route to move by road between the north-east and southwest sides of the town. That is via King Street, accessed from Brook Street under the bridge carrying the railway line, which is just north of the railway station. This bridge has a height restriction of 15 feet, which should be adequate. However, 20 yards beyond the bridge, heading west, at its junction with Church Walk, King Street becomes and remains very narrow until 75 yards before Drury Lane. Because of this it is a oneway street (in a westerly direction). Another factor that makes this route a poor alternative to the bridge at the Adams Hill / Toft Road / Stanley Road junction is that the two bridges are separated by only 150 yards. An air crash that blocks or destroys one bridge could well damage and render the other unusable. The importance of these two bridges raises questions about the ability of Emergency Service vehicles and recovery plant (excavators, cranes etc.) to move freely between the northeast and south-west sides of the town should either or both bridges be damaged or blocked by debris. There is one other road bridge over the railway line but this is on the western extremity of the town’s residential area. This bridge is on Blackhill Lane close to the Runway 2 flight path and additionally has a 7.5 tons maximum gross weight limit (photograph bottom right). There is small pedestrian bridge under the railway line, between Middle Walk and the Moor; it is very low and unsuitable for road vehicles. The KTP study will therefore wish to see whether emergency plans recognise and seek to ameliorate difficulties that could arise from the lack of alternative road routes from one side of town to the other. This could be especially important for large and heavy vehicles and plant if the bridge over the railway at the intersection of Toft Road, Adams Hill and Stanley Road is damaged and temporarily unusable following an aircraft crash in the town centre. This key bridge and road intersection are indicated on the map.
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8.4 The Location of Emergency Service Buildings in the Town. Most of the town’s local Emergency Service buildings are located close to or immediately below the flight path to Manchester International Airport. These are: 8.4.1 The Fire Station, at the Junction of Parkgate Lane / Mobberley Road and is directly below Runway 05R flight path. 8.4.2 The Town Police Station, at the Junction of Bexton Road/King Edward Road and is midway between the flight paths of Runways 05L and R. 8.4.3 The Ambulance Station in Northwich Road, 170m north of Runway 05L flight path The close proximity of these three key Emergency Service centres increases the risk that one or more could be put out of action by an aircraft crash on the town centre. The Location of Medical Facilities and Personnel in the Town. There are 8.5 similar – possibly worse - risks associated with the close proximity of the GP surgeries and other medical facilities to one of other Manchester flight paths. The following medical and hospital facilities are located in high risk localities close to one or both of the Manchester flight paths (these are indicated on the Knutsford map): 8.5.1 The GP Surgeries. The Annandale and Toft Road GP medical centres are only 50m from the flight paths of Runway 05R. The Manchester Road medical centre is 125m north of the Runway 05L flight path. It is fortunate, however, that the three GP surgeries are separated by between a quarter and half a mile, and each is in a different part of the town. This will not be the case if or when East Cheshire NHS Trust closes the three GP surgeries after the Combined Medical Centre opens. 8.5.2 The Proposed Combined Medical Centre. The site for the Combined Medical Centre favoured by East Cheshire NHS Health Trust is only 175m south of the Runway 05R flight path and is where aircraft are at their lowest height over Knutsford. In addition to the noise nuisance, the proposed site is only 2.3nm from the western end of Runway 23L and 3.35nm from Runway 23R. The site is therefore in a comparatively high risk area for ‘overshoots’ (e.g. engine failure or loss of control following FOD damage or bird strikes) during operations from westerly runways. All the community’s medical facilities, GPs and nursing staff, and patients in care beds and attending clinics, will be in one building in a relatively high risk location. If or when the new Centre is built, East Cheshire NHS Trust has announced that it plans to close the three existing GP Surgeries, the Community Hospital and Tatton Ward. The KTP working group will wish to establish whether the increased vulnerability of Knutsford medical services, and patients undergoing treatment or attending clinics, was addressed by the East Cheshire NHS Trust in its deliberations. What was the basis of their conclusions?
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8.5.3 Other Medical and Care Facilities. The Community Hospital including Tatton Ward and Bexton Court Residential Care Centre for Alzheimer and Respite Care patients, are sited midway between the Runway 05L and 05R approach paths. 8.6 Schools and other Highly Populated Public Buildings. Also at risk because of their location close to one or both easterly flight paths to Manchester airport are the following buildings which for significantly long periods of each 24 hours can often house between one hundred and several hundreds of adults and/or children. These are as follows: 8.6.1 Schools. Egerton Primary School is close to the 05L, and Yorston Lodge Private School is close to the 05R flight paths. The Middle school and Senior school of Knutsford High School are on two separate sites between Bexton Road and Westfield Drive. The Middle School is sited 150m to the north of Runway 05L centreline, while the Senior School is midway between the 05L and 05R centrelines. Bexton School in Blackhill Lane is a little farther away, about 500m south of the Runway 05R approach centreline. Another three Schools are on Manor Park North in the Shaw Heath area. These are sited between 250m and 450m south of the 05R approach centreline. All the above schools can be seen on the marked map. 8.6.2 Public Buildings & Open Spaces. All but the last named public building in the list that follows are within 100m or less of the 05L or 05R runway approach path centrelines. St Vincent’s Church is about 150m from the 05L approach path. All the buildings and open spaces listed are where large numbers of people can be gathered: 8.6.2.1



Booth’s Supermarket and car park.



8.6.2.2



The planned Aldi supermarket and car park.



8.6.2.3



St John’s Church and Community hall.



8.6.2.4



St Cross Church and Community hall.



8.6.2.5



The Methodist Church and Community hall.



8.6.2.6



Brook Street Chapel.



8.6.2.7



The Civic Centre and Cinema.



8.6.2.8



The Public Library.



8.6.2.9



The Town Council Offices and Visitor Information Centre



8.6.2.10



Leisure Centre gymnasium and swimming pool



8.6.2.11



St Vincent’s Catholic Church and Community Hall
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8.6.3 Shops, Car Parks, Public Parks and the Filling Station. Both the Runway 05L and 05R flight paths pass over the main shopping streets, Princess Street, Regent Street and King Street, and the other streets or alleyways that link them. These roads contain numerous well-frequented restaurants, cafes, public houses, hotels and apartment blocks as well as shops and offices. The Shell fuel filling station is directly beneath the Runway 05R approach path; it presents a added fire hazard should an aircraft crash onto or close to the filling station. The Princess Street car park, the main King Street car park and the Moor recreation area are all situated between the two runway approach path centrelines. 8.6.4 Apartments and Houses. When the location of the two flight paths is overlaid on a street map of Knutsford (see the map on page 25), it is apparent that almost half the two-hundred and six streets in Knutsford parish will contain houses or apartments located beneath, close to or within 350m of Runway 1 or Runway 2 approach paths to Manchester International airport. 8.7



Vulnerability of Utilities and Communications.



The KTP study should examine the vulnerability of utility services (electricity, gas, water and sewerage) and communications (landline telephones and mobile telephone repeater masts). Where are the utility and communication vulnerable points (VPs) located? What effect will serious damage to them have on rescue operations and returning the town to normality? What alternative or standby utility supply and communications arrangements are planned? 8.8



Other Social and Logistics Issues



There are other social and logistic issues that need to be addressed and for which primary and alternative provisions should be pre-planned (e.g. temporary housing and other accommodation; toilet and washing facilities; an emergency communications and control centre; a place where casualties and those made homeless can be taken, clothed, rested, and their particular problems addressed; a manned telephone enquiry centre; first aid stations; a temporary mortuary; a public affairs and media centre, etc.). The KTP working group will wish to examine emergency plans to establish whether these and other important requirements are included in present emergency plans, have been tested satisfactorily and are based on realistic alternative scenarios. 8.9



Summary



Information in Part 3 of this paper concerning an aircraft impacting any part of Knutsford within the parish boundary leads to the conclusion that the emergency rescue and utility restoration commitment will exceed the capabilities of those presently based in the town. Evidence also indicates that buildings in which the Emergency Services (i.e. Police, Fire, Ambulance and Medical) are based are themselves sited in inherently vulnerable locations. If any of these service buildings
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suffer direct damage from an aircraft crash onto the town, then rescue and other work would, at the least, be delayed and impeded. In addition, movement by road within and across Knutsford could be severely hampered if the Adams Hill/Toft Road/Stanley Road junction and co-located road bridge over the Chester/Manchester railway line, were to be rendered unusable. More information is required to assess the vulnerability of both utility and telephone services (landline and mobile). Can sufficient alternative utility supplies and communications be provided in an emergency so that damage to existing key locations will not unduly hinder or prevent rescue and restoration work proceeding? In conclusion, the KTP working group will initially need to examine existing emergency plans dealing with a major aircraft crash or other serious incident within the town. Are planned measures adequate? When were these last updated and tested, and was the assumed scenario realistic? What Council and Emergency Service and Utility services’ arrangements exist to bring outside help to Knutsford? Answers to these questions may make it necessary for the KTP group to widen the dialogue with local Councils, the Emergency Services, Utility and telephone companies in order to discuss improvements to emergency plans to ensure that they are adequate and the best that can be laid down. Subsequently the KTP will need to monitor the implementation of any recommended changes.



Part 4 – Conclusions and Recommendations by the Town Plan Investigators of Aircraft Accident Risks to Knutsford Town Plan Survey Question 3.4 Risk to the town of aircraft Accidents 9.0



Key Issues



Identifying most likely aircraft accident causes that could affect Knutsford Evaluating prevention measures under the control of Manchester Airport Group Identifying the location of key buildings, roads and bridges in relation to approved aircraft flight paths across the town centre Evaluating the likely effectiveness of existing emergency rescue and recovery plans



10.0 Analysis of Concerns The analyses of overall levels of concern are: A great deal – 27.56% A fair amount - 21.2% Not very much - 35.08% Not at all - 14.23% No opinion / don’t know 1.93%
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Levels of concern expressed by those living within 275 metres of Runway 05 Left or 05 Right flight path centreline: A great deal – 31.3% A fair amount - 21.6% Not very much - 31.3% Not at all - 13.4% Levels of concern expressed by those living more than 275 metres from Runway 05 Left or 05 Right flight path centreline: A great deal - 25.1% A fair amount - 21.0% Not very much – 39.1% Not at all – 13.3%



11.0 Accident Risk Evaluation by the Town Plan The potential risk of an aircraft accident affecting Knutsford is higher than the random average risk over the UK as a whole because, firstly, aircraft are directed to fly over Knutsford town centre, or they take off heading towards the town centre at a distance of 2 to 3 miles; and thirdly, because some of the more common types of major aircraft accident most often occur close to their arrival or departure airport flight paths. There are in excess of two-hundred-thousand aircraft movements into and from Manchester Airport, annually. This equates to a mean interval between movements of two minutes thirty eight seconds over a twenty-four hour period. As there are more movements between 6.00am and 11.00pm than during the other seven night-time hours, the frequency of movements during the daytime and evenings must be in the order of one in every two minutes. Because of prevailing winds, eighty percent of aircraft take-off towards Knutsford (about 80,000 take-offs annually) and twenty-percent (about 20,000 annually) approach over the town to land on one of the two easterly runways. Knutsford is located two-and-a-half miles from the western end of the nearer of the two Manchester runways (Runway 05 Right / 23 Left); the latter is normally used for westerly take-offs. This entire aspect of accident hazards potentially affecting Knutsford is examined in a KTP paper, A Discussion Paper on Reducing the Risks of a Major Aircraft Accident Affecting Knutsford. The second aspect of the KTP investigation considers the particular geography of Knutsford and identifies certain high occupancy and emergency service buildings, key roads, cross roads and bridges within the town that, if struck by an aircraft and engulfed by the debris field, would potentially have major consequences for rescue and recovery operations. These vulnerable points are identified in a second KTP paper, ‘Aircraft Accident Risks and Rescue and Recovery Measures in Knutsford’. This paper identifies the location of the above types of vulnerable points in relation to the approved aircraft flight paths across the town when aircraft approach to land on Runway 05L or 05R. The paper was sent to the Joint Cheshire Emergency Planning Team (JCEPT). 12.0



Actions Already Taken by the Town Plan



In view of the levels of public concern expressed during the Survey, an investigation was conducted into the risks and possible effects of an aircraft accident affecting the town. A KTP paper, ‘A Discussion Paper on Reducing the Risks of Major Aircraft Accidents Affecting Knutsford’, identifies the most common types of aircraft accident most likely to endanger the town. The paper, which includes questions relating to
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these accident risks, was forwarded to Manchester Airport management. The questions were then discussed and answers were given at a meeting with senior managers of Manchester Airport Group held at Olympic House on Wednesday 14th October. Those attending were: Councillor Steve Wilkinson (Chairman), Derek Empson and Ken Woller representing KTP; Jon Bottomley (Group Planning Manager), Simon Butterworth (Head of Airfield Strategy and Compliance), Paul Jones (General Manager Air Traffic Services) and Helen McNabb (Community Relations Advisor) representing Manchester Airport Group. At this meeting Derek Empson and Ken Wooler posed the pre-announced questions (and supplementary questions) to Manchester Airport Group and discussed their answers. The second action already taken as a result of concern expressed by Knutsford residents in the Survey Questionnaire was to call a meeting with the Joint Cheshire East and West Emergency Planning Team (JCEPT). This team is responsible for coordinating planning action by Local Government and the Emergency Services with regard to their readiness to respond effectively to non-malicious emergencies (i.e. hazards). The meeting took place on 28th October in the Jubilee Hall, Knutsford, and was attended by Bob McChristie and PC Andy Eadon of the JCEPT, and Derek Empson, representing the KTP. It discussed concerns raised in a KTP paper, ‘Aircraft Accident Risks and Rescue and Recovery Measures in Knutsford’. This focuses attention on vulnerable points in the town. It also questions whether emergency plans drawn up for Knutsford under the auspices of the JCEPT, which have not yet been examined, are adequate. The paper additionally considers and questions how well the Cheshire, Halton and Warrington Local Resilience Forum Community Risk Register (July 2007) deals with concerns raised in the Town Plan paper. For the benefit of visiting members of the JCEPT, the meeting included a tour of the most important vulnerable points in the town.



13.0 Results of Town Plan Investigations into Accident Prevention Measures The following paragraphs firstly summarise investigations already carried out by KTP representatives into various accident prevention measures taken at Manchester Airport. These were investigated at the meeting held with Manchester Airport on 14th October 2009. There was a second meeting, held on 28th October 2009, with a representative of the Joint Cheshire Emergency Planning Team (JCEPT) at which a representative of the Town Plan Steering Group (Derek Empson) examined emergency readiness, rescue and recovery plans for Knutsford. These are based on the Cheshire, Halton and Warrington Local Resilience Forum Community Risk Register (2007). 13.1 Current Measures to Avoid Controlled Flight into Terrain (CFIT) CFIT is one of the most common causes of major, fatal accidents by commercial airliners and cargo aircraft. CFIT accidents most commonly occur on the approach path and within 10 miles of the aircraft’s destination airfield. The KTP investigation found that the following air traffic control safety procedures and approach aids, designed to ensure that aircraft do not inadvertently descend below the 3-degree glide slope and remain close to the centre-line of the laid-down approach path, are in force at the airport:
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•



When en route control is relinquished by the Air Traffic Control Centre, aircraft destined for Manchester switch to the Manchester Approach control radio channel whereupon they receive by radio, and read back to the Approach Controller, the current Automated Terminal Information System (ATIS) report before beginning their descent into Manchester. The ATIS is up-dated half-hourly, or more frequently if necessary. The ATIS includes the latest airfield barometric pressure (QFE) to set on the aircraft’s altimeters, meteorological conditions and the runway for landing (e.g. Runway 05R).



•



The Approach Controller radios descent or holding instructions to the pilot who reads them back to the controller.



•



The aircraft’s altitude is continually and automatically transmitted to the controller by means of the aircraft’s Mode C (or later, Mode S) secondary radar transponder. A continual read-out of the aircraft’s height, together with other automatically generated information, including its call-sign and speed, are displayed beside the aircraft’s geographical position (determined by primary radar) on the plan position indicator (PPI) radar screen that is continually monitored by the Approach Controller.



•



The Approach Controller continually checks the flight path of all aircraft under his control and contacts and warns the pilot if the aircraft is not conforming to his directions.



•



At about 10 miles from the airfield and when the aircraft is established on the Instrument Landing System (ILS) Localiser approach path, the Approach Controller transfers control to an Aerodrome Controller. The Aerodrome Controller confirms to the Approach Controller when he/she has the aircraft displayed and identified on his/her Aerodrome Traffic Monitor radar. This includes the aircraft’s geographical position, call-sign, altitude and speed. If the aircraft deviates significantly for the Localiser centreline or 3° GlideSlope, the controller will immediately warn the aircraft by radio. This is the phase of flight when aircraft landing towards the East will fly directly over Knutsford when landing on Runway 05L or 05R.



•



If the ILS at Manchester Airport develops a fault, an automatic system warns Manchester Air Traffic Controllers immediately; at the same time a Warning Flag on the pilot’s equipment will indicate the ILS failure. The pilot will then normally revert to a DME or VOR instrument approach (or possibly a visual approach), in conjunction with the ATC Controller controlling the aircraft at that moment. A warning of the ILS failure will be added to the ATIS (a Notice to Airmen may also be issued); the runway in use may be changed and the aircraft arrival and departure rates reduced.



•



Air Traffic Controllers at Manchester routinely receive periodic refresher training and annual checks on an ATC simulator. These are used to test a controller’s ability to deal correctly and efficiently with various simulated equipment failures, aircraft emergencies and non-standard deviations by
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aircraft under control. The Town Plan concluded that, providing ATC diligently enforce and apply existing procedures faithfully, these should reduce the likelihood of a CFIT accident to a minimum. 13.2 Action when an Aircraft reports a Fuel Shortage There is concern among some Knutsford residents that an aircraft might run out of fuel while it is on the approach to land, causing it to crash. The KTP investigation therefore sought reassurance as to how such occurrences are prevented, as follows. First, this is an extremely rare occurrence. If an aircraft captain reports that his aircraft is ‘low on fuel’, the ATC controller will immediately ask if he is declaring an ‘emergency’, the standard practice where there is a genuine fuel shortage. If the pilot does declare an emergency, ATC immediately institutes full emergency measures. They clear the approach of other aircraft and afford first priority to the aircraft low on fuel, reducing to a minimum both the time before landing and the mass of fuel required. The aircraft will also be given whatever navigational assistance the pilot may request in order to expedite a landing. Faithful application of these procedures should ensure minimum risk of an aircraft running out of fuel whilst over-flying Knutsford. 13.3 Loss of Radio Communications Concern has been expressed in the Survey about whether and how an aircraft without radio communication would be able to land safely at Manchester Airport, especially in bad weather, without endangering Knutsford. Could this pose a risk to Knutsford which is close to the airport? Enquiries by the KTP team found that modern VHF radios in commercial aircraft are duplicated and extremely reliable. In the very rare instances when VHF radio communication is lost, the first action by the pilot is to select a particular code on the aircraft’s radar transponder. This will be seen by ATC controllers on the ground who will then ask the aircraft pilot to select the ‘Ident’ mode. If the pilot hears this instruction, he will select ‘Ident’, thus confirming that the aircraft’s radio receiver is working and it is the transmitter that is unserviceable. ATC controllers can then issue instructions to the aircraft as normal and ask the aircraft to acknowledge each instruction by selecting ‘ident’ on the SSR. If both the radio receiver and transmitter are unserviceable, the standard procedure, and that assumed by ATC, is that the aircraft will continue to carry out a descent and instrument approach in accordance with its filed Flight Plan and published Aerodrome Terminal Approach Procedures. In extremis, the pilot can also contact ATC by calling the airport by mobile telephone using a published telephone number. The Town Plan concluded that the faithful and diligent application of the above procedures should prevent an accident affecting Knutsford. 13.4 Engine Shut-Down Whenever a pilot has to shut down an engine due to some unserviceability, an Emergency is automatically declared. Although most aircraft operating from and into Manchester have two, three or four engines, and can fly safely with one engine inoperative, an engine-out situation is always regarded as a full emergency. Consequently, Manchester Air Traffic Control always takes full emergency action.
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The aircraft is given priority over all other air traffic under Aerodrome or Approach control. Whether the aircraft lands immediately, holds off in order to reduce the fuel load before landing, or diverts to another aerodrome, is at the discretion of the aircraft captain. Whatever the decision, Manchester airport affords the aircraft maximum priority and assistance besides declaring an aerodrome emergency and alerting the emergency crash crews. These rules should prevent an accident affecting Knutsford following the loss of an engine by an approaching aircraft. 13.5 Severe Weather Conditions Accidents on the approach to airfields occur more frequently when visibility is very poor, or there is severe turbulence, wind shear or strong cross-winds. Manchester Airport stated that weather conditions are up-dated in ATIS broadcasts whenever there is a change in any meteorological conditions. Moreover additional navigational assistance can be given to pilots on the approach if they request it. If the cloud base is very low and forward visibility very restricted, a change from Runway 05R to 05L will be made in order to make available to pilots the Category II and III capabilities of Runway 1 that are not available on Runway 2. Also, whenever possible, Runway 1 is used for night landings to the east. Once again, the diligent application of precautions by Manchester ATC should reduce the likelihood of severe weather resulting in a major accident that could possibly affect Knutsford. 13.6 Debris Clearance & FOD Prevention Measures The accidental presence of ferrous and non-ferrous objects on aerodrome surfaces used by aircraft has frequently been the cause of minor or major damage to aircraft airframes and engines. This, in turn, has sometimes resulted in incidents or accidents, some fatal, most notably on or after take-off. FOD induced aircraft accidents are a potential hazard to Knutsford when aircraft take off on westerly runways (80% of days). Manchester runways are visually inspected by two vehicles, side-by-side, driving the length of the 10,000 x 150 ft runway being used for take-off, six times each day. The landing runway is inspected less frequently. Runways are swept only if debris or fluid is detected and not on a regular basis. The exact location and type of FOD detected on runways is logged and its origin is traced whenever possible. At Manchester Airport, a large road-sweeper type of vehicle and a smaller street sweeper constantly sweep aircraft stands and taxiways. In addition, special foreign object debris (FOD) bins are positioned on all Stands and at other strategic points around the aerodrome, especially in maintenance areas. Also, Airport management endeavour to inculcate a culture of airside cleanliness and tidiness. Maintenance teams are encouraged to keep tool inventories and use ‘shadow boards’ so that missing tools (that might have been left on the ground or aboard an aircraft) are immediately noticed by technicians or supervisors. Periodically, FOD sweeps are made by teams of airside personnel. Apart from collecting and identifying FOD articles and their origin, this helps to reinforce the need for cleanliness. All FOD incidents are logged and follow-up action is taken to identify from whence dropped objects originated and how recurrences can be prevented. In the first seven months of 2009, there had been between 4 and 10 recorded FOD incidents
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per month. Encouragingly, there had been no FOD-induced accidents on either runway. The Town Plan investigators have concerns that, in their view, Manchester Airport may be placing too much reliance on the use of road sweeping and street sweeping machines for the collection of FOD from aircraft movement surfaces. These are known to be not very efficient at picking up metal objects which can cause the greatest damage to aircraft. Furthermore, it is more difficult to identify what objects are bring picked up and from where; this in turn makes it difficult or impossible to identify problem locations and identify specific FOD sources. In addition, searches carried out on foot over various aircraft movement areas by a team of airport workers on foot had resulted in the collection, within an hour or two, of a great many bags of FOD. After the meeting, the Town Plan team (Derek Empson and Ken Wooler) concluded and so informed the Manchester Airport Head of Strategy and Planning, that it would wish to see Manchester Airport management investigate other methods of detecting and clearing FOD on aircraft movement surfaces. The Town Plan recommended, especially, that Manchester should carry out a further trial of the latest FOD*BOSS clearance equipment used at more than 200 airports, many in the UK. Following this recommendation, Manchester agreed to this recommendation. At the time of this report, a trial is being arranged with the FOD*BOSS manufacturer. The Town Plan will be informed of the result. 13.7 Reducing the Bird Strike Hazard Birds that fly into the airframe of an aircraft or are ingested by the engines are potentially a major accident hazard. The threat is greatest during and immediately after take-off, in the initial climb, and during the approach to land while flying at low altitude. Large birds such as geese and heron, and especially skeins of geese and large flocks of other, smaller birds, can seriously damage an aircraft. Occasionally, bird strikes have been the cause of major, fatal accidents. The hazard is present by day and at night; it increases during migration seasons. There have been two significant bird strike incidents at Manchester since 2005. One occurred on 1st July 2009 when a Boeing 757 of Thomsonfly struck some birds a few seconds after taking off from Runway 05. Fortunately, the birds were ingested into only one of the two engines. The affected engine immediately lost power and had to be shut down. The pilot declared an emergency but was able to climb the aircraft on the remaining engine and, after burning off some fuel, returned to Manchester to make a safe landing. This incident illustrates the hazard presented by bird strikes. A more serious example was on 15th January 2009 in the USA when an Airbus A320, while climbing after take-off, struck a skein of Canada geese which reduced the power output of both engines almost to zero causing the pilots to ditch the aircraft into the Hudson River. Bird strikes therefore present the greatest risk to Knutsford when aircraft takeoff towards the west but the danger is also present aircraft fly over the town at low altitude when using Runways 05L or 05R. At Manchester Airport, bird control is one of a number of duties carried out by a team of Duty Safety Officers, one of whom is designated as Wildlife Coordinator. The KTP
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was informed that this officer has undergone a Course of Instruction on ‘bird control’ run by a recognised specialist company. This officer is responsible for training others in the bird control team. One, and in very busy periods, two bird control officers are deployed on the airfield in a vehicle equipped with bio-acoustic equipment which, on demand by the operator, broadcasts the distress calls of whatever birds are on or over the airfield at the time, and presenting a potential hazard to aircraft. Other bird scaring or lethal preventative measures are sometimes adopted, including the use of birds of prey. After ‘quiet’ periods (notably at night), bird scaring activity is begun 30 minutes before the next aircraft movement. In addition to scaring activity, Manchester Airport adopts the Civil Aircraft Authority (CAA) approved policy of maintaining grass on the airfield at a length of between 6 and 8 inches, rubbish is cleared, weeds are kept down, anti-bug treatment is carried out, drainage lagoons are cleaned and areas of water are netted. All these measures help to make the airfield less attractive as a feeding or nesting ground or a transit route for birds. The Wildlife Coordinator also keeps in contact with local farmers, various wildlife organisations (e.g. RSPB) and sites within a 13 km radius of the Airport within which Manchester Airport has a statutory duty to minimise the bird hazard insofar as is practicable. Manchester Airport is also notified of and examines all outside Planning Applications submitted within a 13 km radius that could possibly generate a bird hazard to aircraft (e.g. a new landfill site). In summary, the KTP team were reassured that the existing bird control organisation at the airport appeared, on most occasions, to have been effective. No organisation could guarantee 100% success. Given the above assurances, the Town Plan team felt that existing arrangements were probably adequate if diligently applied. 13.8 Runway Incursions Runway incursions have in recent times been the subject of concern and analysis by the CAA. A ‘runway incursion’ occurs when there is the unplanned and unauthorised presence of an aircraft, vehicle or person on the protected area of a surface designated for aircraft departures and landings. In certain circumstances, a runway incursion could potentially endanger Knutsford when aircraft are landing towards the west (80% of days). The addition of Runway 2 at Manchester Airport in February 2001 has complicated the ground movement of aircraft and vehicles and increased the risk of runway incursions. The number of airside personnel authorised to drive vehicles on any surfaces used by aircraft is kept to the absolute minimum. There is a runway incursion prevention course. No driver is authorised to enter aircraft movement areas without Airside Driver Training by an approved Instructor and having possession of a current airside Driving Permit. In the Tower, there is a Ground Movement Supervisor, a Ground Movement Planner, and two Ground Movement Controllers (one for each runway) to guide aircraft. At all runway crossing points, there are LED illuminated runway stop bars across the width of the taxiway which must not be crossed while they are set to ‘red’. There is also an ‘incursion alarm system’ at these same crossing points; this consists of a microwave detector which sets off an alarm in the Control Tower if the beam is penetrated while the stop bars are set to ‘red’. There are three levels of ‘incursion’; the least serious could typically be
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stopping with the nose of an aircraft so close to the Stop Bar lights that the nose sets off the alarm. Manchester Airport told the KTP team that the present rate of incursions – none of which had been at other than the lowest incursion level – is 1/33,000 movements. As there are approximately 200,000 aircraft movements annually, this implies about seven low level runway incursions a year, but to date, none that was serious. Given the present improvements carried out (or planned) THE Town Plan considers that present precautions, if diligently applied, should prevent a serious Runway Incursion accident. 13.9 De-icing of Aircraft before Take-off Many take-off and climb-out accidents have occurred following inadequate de-icing of an aircraft’s wings, control surfaces or empennage before take-off. An accumulation of ice disturbs the airflow and the resultant lift is insufficient to enable the aircraft to fly or the pilot to retain effective control. This could pose a danger to Knutsford if an inadequately de-iced aircraft took off from Runway 23L or 23R. The most common causes of such accidents are that too little de-icing fluid was used, or that too long a period elapsed between de-icing and the attempted take-off. At Manchester Airport, responsibility for de-icing rests with the Airlines. It is the responsibility of the Airline and aircraft captains to time de-icing of their aircraft so that they meet their air traffic ‘slot’ time. Airlines have clear Standard Operating Guidelines to assist pilots to judge the necessity for and time at which de-icing should be completed. If there are unexpected delays with de-icing or slot time changes, then it is the captain’s responsibility to request a later slot time to allow time for de-icing to be completed at the correct interval before take-off. In today’s UK climate, such problems are unlikely to occur very often. However, Manchester should monitor airlines’ aircraft pre-take-off de-icing performance and ensure that ATC controllers are aware of difficulties that airlines and pilots can be faced with in the event of short notice changes to take-off and slot times in conditions when aircraft require to be de-iced shortly before take-off.



14.0 Emergency Plans for Rescue and Recovery in Knutsford To prepare for the possibility that, despite safety precautions, an aircraft could crash onto the town causing major damage to buildings and many casualties and homeless people, there is a requirement for up-to-date and adequate plans to institute immediate and effective rescue and recovery action. This section addresses emergency plans already drawn up by the Joint (East and West) Cheshire Emergency Planning Team (JCEPT), the Cheshire, Halton and Warrington Local Resilience Forum Community Risk Register (July 2007), and issues raised in the KTP paper, ‘Aircraft Accident Risks and Rescue and Recovery Measures in Knutsford’. It was established that there has never been a live or Command Post Exercise (CFX) to test the adequacy of and particular problem that might arise in the event of an aircraft crash onto Knutsford town centre or the surrounding residential areas. It was agreed at the meeting that it would be in order for the Town Plan to propose to the JCEPT that a CPX, simulating the crash of a fully loaded airliner onto Knutsford, be held in 2010 or 2011. This would require a formal request to the JCEPT, preferably with minimum delay, in order to consider such a request with other competing priorities, and to secure the necessary funding. The JCEPT
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representative pointed out that an Emergency Support Plan had not been written for Knutsford. This was the responsibility of the town (presumably the Town Council or formerly, the Borough Council). Such a Support Plan could be of enormous assistance to in-coming emergency services most of whom would be unfamiliar with the geography of Knutsford and the location of public services, schools, public buildings, road bottle-necks, bridges, contacts, addresses, telephone numbers, etc. accurate knowledge of which (through reference to an Emergency Support Plan) would be extremely helpful in expediting rescue and recovery in the event of a major accident. It is recommended that the Town Plan Action Plan includes a proposal to the JCEPT that a CPX, simulating the crash of a fully loaded airliner onto Knutsford, be held in 2010 or 2011. Secondly, that the Knutsford Town Council, if necessary with the help of the Town Plan and in co-operation with the JCEPT, Manchester Airport, the Emergency Services and other affected authorities, prepare an Emergency Support Plan for Knutsford, to better prepare the town and more especially to assist in-coming emergency and other assistance relatively unfamiliar with the town, to react with maximum efficiency to a major accident within the parish of Knutsford.



15.



Conclusions and Recommendations



15.1 With the exception of the items listed below, the Town Plan concludes that providing they are in every case diligently applied and enforced, existing procedures at Manchester Airport should reduce to a minimum the likelihood that an aircraft might crash onto Knutsford. However, it is recommended that the following actions be taken by the Town Plan Implementation Committee to minimise the aircraft accident risk and to increase the readiness and ability of emergency services (Police, Fire and Ambulance), the National Health Service, local government authorities (including the Cheshire, Halton and Warrington Local Resilience Forum) and the utility services, to react effectively to a major aircraft (or other) accident caused by an aircraft crashing onto Knutsford town centre or residential areas.  The Town Plan Implementation Committee, should seek permanent representation on the Manchester Airport Consultative Committee and the Technical Advisory Group, in order to receive and examine the results of the FOD detection and clearance equipment (including the FOD*BOSS), to monitor aircraft over-flight safety procedures from now on, and report back to the public and Town Plan Implementation Committee.  A case should be made by the Town Plan Implementation Committee to the Joint (East and West) Cheshire Emergency Planning Team (JCEPT), the Cheshire, Halton and Warrington Local Resilience Forum for a Command Post Exercise (CPX) to be held in 2010 or 2011 exercising response, rescue and recovery procedures in a scenario whereby a
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wide-body airliner with a full passenger load crashes onto Knutsford Town Centre.  The Town Council, in conjunction with the Joint (East and West) Cheshire Emergency Planning Team (JCEPT), the Cheshire, Halton and Warrington Local Resilience Forum and the Town Plan Implementation Committee, should prepare an Emergency Support Plan for Knutsford. This would provide important information on the geography of the town, its road and rail network, road and rail bridges, utility services, the location of important buildings, public services, public facilities, schools, GP surgeries, etc. together with contact telephone and fax numbers, and email addresses. 15.2 It should be noted that a separate Town Plan report entitled “Final Report by the Town Plan on Aircraft Accident Risks to Knutsford” discusses meetings held with senior managers of Manchester Airport Group on 14th October2009 and at another meeting with a representative of the Joint (East and West) Cheshire Emergency Planning Team (JCEPT) on 28th October 2009. This Final Report (title as above) also summarises the conclusions and recommendations of the Town Plan regarding aircraft over-flight safety and existing plans for rescue and recovery in Knutsford. These two reports therefore contain the most detailed information on Town Plan investigations into aircraft over-flight safety and associated issues. Due to the lack of available space, the subject is covered much more briefly in the Town Plan Report. Recommended actions (as above, but in very brief form) are included in the Action Plan (Ref. EH9). Derek K. Empson



&



Ken Wooler



Email: [email protected] 23 February 2010 Appendix 1. Agenda of a meeting at Olympic House, Manchester Airport on 14th October 2009 to discuss Air Traffic Safety Issues affecting Knutsford
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Appendix 1 Agenda of a Meeting between Knutsford Town Plan Representatives and Manchester Airport Air Traffic Control and other Air Safety Specialists at Manchester Airport Wednesday 14th October at 9.30am in Olympic House AGENDA Item



Subject



1



Knutsford Town Plan Aims – Resumé by KTP representative (DE)



2



Measures to Avoid Controlled Flight into Terrain (CFIT) Accidents (KW )



3



Aircraft Short of Fuel – ATC Approach and Landing Procedures (KW)



4



Loss of Radio Communications and/or ILS, DME, VOR Failures (KW)



5



Engine Shut-downs – Expediting a Safe Approach and Landing (KW)



6



Severe W eather – Met information passed to Crews by ATC (KW )



7



Debris Clearance & FOD Prevention Organisation and Measures (DE)



8



Reducing the Bird-Strike Hazard – Equipment and Organisation (DE)



9



Runway Incursions – Avoidance Measures, Equipment and Incidence (DE)



10



Aircraft De-Icing - Equipment and ATC Procedures (KW )



11



Cargo Aircraft Movements (DE)



12



Any Other Business. (Note: DE is Derek Empson, KW is Ken Wooler)
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landing. Crews may not have the ground in sight because of darkness or reduced visibility by day or at night when there is low cloud, mist or fog. They may have misinterpreted their cockpit instruments or their navigation, approach and/or landing aids. They may have ignored or misinterpreted an audio or visual warning. 
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